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Key Points


Jennifer Post features in AD100 list of the world's best interior
designers and architects.



Known for her elegantly minimal approach to design, Jennifer
Post creates “clean, sophisticated, modern interiors,” using light
and volume like artists’ tools. An unabashed perfectionist, she
believes firmly that beauty lies in the details, both in the interior
design and in the architecture. Architectural Digest
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Jennifer Post Modern, is the famed AD 100 designer’s newest collection
of interiors, a select group that takes us on a new journey, one where
organic translates to luxury, where infusions of color are woven into
breathtaking, dramatic spaces.
“It is a collection made possible by clients who have given me creative
freedom to translate their desires to live and experience their spaces in
very distinct ways,” she notes.

This, her second monograph, is a new design declaration for Post
whose less is more philosophy continues her story, but this time, she
infuses her work with softer movements, and a color palette that mines
the landscape. Comprised of her latest and most significant projects to
date, many are located in Manhattan’s most luxurious and noteworthy
high-rises where breathtaking views dovetail with her designs to
create a flawless spectrum of energy. In addition, projects in the
Hamptons, Florida and the Caribbean showcase her design shift with
nature, light, and water playing off tranquil themes. Three double-page
gatefolds bring readers into a few of the choice interiors, leaving the
reader wondering what comes next, not only in this monograph, but in
his dynamic, design perfectionist’s career.
About the Author

Jennifer Post has been the creative force behind the award-winning
architecture and design firm, Jennifer Post Inc. for more than 20 years.
Her work creating sophisticated, ethereal, elegant interiors has made
her a sought - after designer by an elite group of clientele from around
the world --all the while garnering her a world class reputation among
her peers.
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